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Crosstalk in surface EMG can be reduced by the use of spatial filters. We compared a variety of spatial filters to establish the most effective and the least complex method to reduce crosstalk. Six different spatial filters described in the literature were tested in 8 healthy volunteers. Electrode arrays were placed over the anterior tibial and triceps surae muscles. Selective muscle activation was achieved both by supramaximal nerve stimulation and by maximal voluntary contraction. Selectivity of activation was guaranteed by using intramuscular wire electrodes. Crosstalk was quantified by dividing the amount of EMG activity recorded during pure agonist activation (i.e. the muscle directly under the electrode array) by the EMG activity recorded during pure antagonist activation. This was done for both compound muscle action potentials and voluntary muscle activation. The amount of crosstalk recorded with the different spatial filters was compared with that recorded with a standard bipolar lead. Crosstalk was most reduced by the "double-differential" (DD) filter, yielding an up to 6-fold improvement of EMG selectivity. We then compared signals recorded with this DD filter with those recorded with the less complex "branched electrode". As expected on theoretical grounds, signals from both filter types were identical. Crosstalk is best reduced using a "double-differentiating" recording technique, which can be achieved easily using a branched electrode instead of a standard bipolar lead. This technique can be used with all conventional EMG equipment.